THE NEW NORMAL IN FASHION?
Local Contemporary Fashion Brand, YOYA, Partners with Swedish Tech Firm
Polygiene, for the Launch of ViralOFF Collection Amidst the Covid-19 Pandemic

Manila-based contemporary womenswear fashion label, YOYA, has partnered with Swedish
garment technology firm, Polygiene, to create protective wear as part of the local brand’s
commitment to progressive fashion solutions.
A first in the Philippines, the entire capsule collection of protective clothing, dubbed
“Armoured Awakenings,” has been carefully treated with Polygiene’s ViralOff antimicrobial
finish that reduces viruses by 99%* in two hours. Not only does this textile technology protect
against pathogens, it also helps to extend the life cycle of the garment, due to the possibility to
wash less - making each piece a more sustainable purchase.

“Partnering with Polygiene is a landmark milestone for YOYA as a brand. This demonstrates
our commitment to fashion solutions that elevate our products to higher global standards of
quality and performance thus empowering each woman who buys our clothes. Like a suit of

armor, our pieces will protect you and offer meaningful value in uncertain times,” shares Yoya
Gueco, President and Creative Director of Modahaus, Inc., the company behind YOYA.
As YOYA was planning how to pivot the business during the pandemic, they have discovered
the Swedish textile technology firm and reached out to them for a possible collaboration in the
Philippines. Polygiene’s expertise in protective textile technology runs deep as it once started in
the care segment during the fight against SARS in 2004. Thanks to their background and
experience, they were able to go through the necessary techniques, skills, methods, and
processes needed to develop ViralOFF and make it available now as the world is in the middle
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
“We are always excited when our treatments add value to up-and-coming brands with a strong
DNA. ViralOff is the answer to an acute situation, but it will also be a more long-term solution
that enhances the hygiene and sustainability factors on a number of products even when the
Covid-19 pandemic has settled down. There are strong indications that antimicrobial wear will
be the new normal in numerous applications, going forward”, said Ulrika Björk, CEO of
Polygiene.
For YOYA’s 8th collection since their foundation in 2019, it presents a new proposition for
womenswear in the time of the new normal. Described as the wardrobe of the now, it brings
together seriously technical protective gear and the finest of tailoring: a combination vital for a
life in which staying safe, looking pulled-together and feeling comfortable can all coexist.
Aptly called “Armoured Awakenings,” similar to an armor, defined as coverings worn by
warriors to protect the body in battle, the collection introduces stylish antimicrobial wear
thoughtfully-designed for the ultimate peace of mind of its wearer.
Coupled with its powerful protective features, this capsule collection offers outfit pairings that
are fitting everyday essentials of no-fuss decadence. Enjoy the reassuring flourish of the
garments made with raw and all-natural copper fabric and mini pleats in subdued hues of black,
rust and beige. The choice of fabric makes this set of loungewear pieces made to be worn
everyday perfect for parading in or for creating instant coverage at home or out.
The collection will be gently unveiled in two folds, strewn together by its antiviral functionalities
and firmly grounded in YOYA’s brand DNA of the captivating play on contrasts and beautiful
juxtapositions. Elegant yet inventive, innovative without being difficult to wear.
“No matter how bleak some days feel, I strive to create and be inspired during these times. It is
our ability to bloom where we are planted that gives us hope. We will still be dreamers in a
pragmatic world and thrive,” said Yoya, feeling optimistic in the future of fashion postpandemic.

In its signature low-key approach, YOYA has captured the eye of the country’s most stylish and
most accomplished women. Barely 2 years old, they have already amassed a cult following from
the Philippines’ discerning set and have been known for their private by-appointment
trunkshows where they do exclusive drops for their collection launches. They are also in
partnership with premiere retailer, Comme Ci, located in Rockwell Powerplant Mall as well as
ramping up their e-commerce platform at shopyoya.com to cater to a global clientele.
*Tested by ISO18184:2019 (SARS-CoV-2, H3N2, H1N1) assuring that treated products live up
to a standard of performance. The ingredient chemistry is manufactured in the EU with minimal
use of resources following strict environmental regulations.
ViralOff is an antimicrobial treatment added to textiles to protect the treated article itself from
contamination and is not intended to cure or prevent diseases.
____________________________________________________________________________
About YOYA
YOYA is a contemporary womenswear brand based in Manila, Philippines. To see our full collections, please visit our website
at shopyoya.com. For inquiries, you may contact us at info@shopyoya.com, www.facebook.com/shopyoya, @shopyoya on
Instagram or call us at +63 908 876 2118.
About Polygiene
As the world leader in stays fresh and odor control technologies, we want to change the way we view clothes - from fast
consumables to durables. We treat clothes, home products and textiles to help people stay fresh, wash less and let clothes and
products live longer. Over 140 global premium-brands have chosen to use the Polygiene brand with their products. Polygiene
is listed on Nasdaq First North Growth Market in Stockholm, Sweden. For more information: www.polygiene.com.

